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Presejanje s testom HPV: 
kateri testi izpolnjujejo merila za uporabo 

v presejalnih programih?

.



HPV
Viral characteristics

- non-enveloped viruses; icosahedral capsid

- remarkably diverse BUT remarkably genetically stable 
(diverged since the origin of humanity only by about 2%)

- classified by the homology of their genome into many genotypes 

- genotypes numbered chronologically in order of characterization



International HPV Reference Center
http://ki.se/en/labmed/international-hpv-reference-center
The PapillomaVirus Episteme (PaVE)
http://pave.niaid.nih.gov/#home
status: 16. 05. 2017

HPV-216

212 official HPV genotypes 

HPV-46, HPV-55, HPV-64 and HPV-79 did not meet the criteria as a unique HPV 



HPV125

HPV150

HPV120

HPV151

HPV174

HPV159

HPV204

HPV184

HPV types characterized in Slovenia

Gamma-PV

Mu-PV

Alpha-PV

Beta-PV

HPV179

HPV199

HPV209



Genus HPV Genotypes

Alpha-HPV HPV-2, HPV-3, HPV-6, HPV-7, HPV-10, HPV-11, HPV-13, HPV-16, HPV-18, HPV-26, HPV-27, HPV-28, 

HPV-29, HPV-30, HPV-31, HPV-32, HPV-33, HPV-34, HPV-35, HPV-39, HPV-40, HPV-42, HPV-43, HPV-44, 

HPV-45, HPV-51, HPV-52, HPV-53, HPV-54, HPV-56, HPV-57, HPV-58, HPV-59, HPV-61, HPV-62, HPV-66, 

HPV-67, HPV-68, HPV-69, HPV-70, HPV-71, HPV-72, HPV-73, HPV-74, HPV-77, HPV-78, HPV-81, HPV-82, 

HPV-83, HPV-84, HPV-85, HPV-86, HPV-87, HPV-89, HPV-90, HPV-91, HPV-94, HPV-97, HPV-102, 

HPV-106, HPV-114, HPV-117, HPV-125, HPV-160, HPV-177

Beta-HPV HPV-5, HPV-8, HPV-9, HPV-12, HPV-14, HPV-15, HPV-17, HPV-19, HPV-20, HPV-21, HPV-22, HPV-23, 

HPV-24, HPV-25, HPV-36, HPV-37, HPV-38, HPV-47, HPV-49, HPV-75, HPV-76, HPV-80, HPV-92, HPV-93, 

HPV-96, HPV-98, HPV-99, HPV-100, HPV-104, HPV-105, HPV-107, HPV-110, HPV-111, HPV-113, HPV-115, 

HPV-118, HPV-120, HPV-122, HPV-124, HPV-143, HPV-145, HPV-150, HPV-151, HPV-152, HPV-159, 

HPV-174, HPV-182, HPV-185, HPV-195, HPV-196, HPV-198, HPV-209

Gamma-HPV HPV-4, HPV-48, HPV-50, HPV-60, HPV-65, HPV-88, HPV-95, HPV-101, HPV-103, HPV-108, HPV-109, 

HPV-112, HPV-116, HPV-119, HPV-121, HPV-123, HPV-126, HPV-127, HPV-128, HPV-129, HPV-130, HPV-131, 

HPV-132, HPV-133, HPV-134, HPV-135, HPV-136, HPV-137, HPV-138, HPV-139, HPV-140, HPV-141, 

HPV-142, HPV-144, HPV-146, HPV-147, HPV-148, HPV-149, HPV-153, HPV-154, HPV-155, HPV-156, 

HPV-157, HPV-158, HPV-161, HPV-162, HPV-163, HPV-164, HPV-165, HPV-166, HPV-167, HPV-168, 

HPV-169, HPV-170, HPV-171, HPV-172, HPV-173, HPV-175, HPV-176, HPV-178, HPV-179, HPV-180, 

HPV-181, HPV-183, HPV-184, HPV-186, HPV-187, HPV-188, HPV-189, HPV-190, HPV-191, HPV-192, 

HPV-193, HPV-194, HPV-197, HPV-199, HPV-200, HPV-201, HPV-202, HPV-203, HPV-205, HPV-210

Mu-HPV HPV-1, HPV-63, HPV-204

Nu-HPV HPV-41



Schiller JT, Lowy DR. Nat Rev Microbiol 2012;10:681-92. 

High-risk alpha HPV genotypes 
HPV-16, HPV-18, HPV-31, HPV-33, HPV-35, HPV-39

HPV-45, HPV-51, HPV-52, HPV-56, HPV-58, HPV-59



Slovenian Primary Cervical Cancer Screening Cohort Study
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Slovenian Primary Cervical Cancer Screening Cohort Study

First screening round
4,507 unselected women aged 20-64 years, who attended routine PAP screening with local gynecologists 

(Dec 2009-Aug 2010) 



Prevalence of infection with 14 hr-HPV types with 95% confidence intervals
according to age among 4,431 women screened for cervical cancer, Slovenia, 2010

Vaccine 2012; 30: 116-120.

12.9%



Cross-sectional comparison of clinical sensitivity for the detection of 

CIN2+ and clinical specificity for the detection of lesions < CIN2 

TOTAL COHORT

- 4,432 women (all women 20-65 years old)

- cases (CIN2+):   57 women

- controls:          4,375 women

cytology sensitivity for CIN2+: 66.2 % (95% CI, 53.6-76.9) 

cytology sensitivity for CIN3+: 80.6 % (95% CI, 61.9-91.9)

HPV test sensitivity for CIN2+: 98.2 % (95% CI, 90.6-100.0) 



Slovenian Primary Cervical Cancer Screening Cohort Study

First screening round
4,507 unselected women aged 20-64 years, who attended routine PAP screening with local gynecologists 

(Dec 2009-Aug 2010) 

Second screening round
3,920 women that had 36-to 48-month follow-up result of hrHPV DNA and/or cytology after a baseline screening round

(Dec 2012-Dec 2014) 



Time trends of incidence CIN2+ cases according to different baseline 
characteristic in women 20-65 years; Slovenia 2010-2014

country with cytology sensitivity of 66.2 % (95% CI, 53.6-76.9) for CIN2+  and sensitivity of 80.6 % (95% CI, 61.9-91.9) for CIN3+

(0.83%

0.09-0.12%

Poljak et al. J Clin Virol 2016;76 Suppl 1:S29-S39.  



Time trends of incidence CIN2+ cases according to different baseline 
characteristic in women 30-65 years; Slovenia 2010-2014

country with cytology sensitivity of 66.2 % (95% CI, 53.6-76.9) for CIN2+  and sensitivity of 80.6 % (95% CI, 61.9-91.9) for CIN3+

(0.83%

0.09%

0.64%

0.0 – 0.4%

Poljak et al. J Clin Virol 2016;76 Suppl 1:S29-S39.  



HPV !!!

HPV test ?



Detection of HPV infection

Direct detection (detection of current infection)

- light microscopy (koilocytes)

- electron microscopy (viral particles)

- detection of viral proteins

- detection of viral DNA

- detection of viral mRNA

Detection of past and/or current infection

- detection of anti-HPV antibodies (measurement of cumulative exposure) 



Vaccine 2013;31:4935-9.

Pre-vaccinaton seropositivity for HPV-6, HPV-11, HPV-16 and HPV-18 with 95% 
confidence intervals according to age among 3,259 women screened for 

cervical cancer in Slovenia (2009/2010)

HPV types tested: 6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 52, 56, 58, 59, 68, 73

- seropositivity for any of the 15 HPV types = 65.7% (95% CI, 64.0–67.3)

- seropositivity for any of the 11 hr-HPV types = 59.2% (95% CI, 57.5–60.9)

- seropositivity for any of the 4 lr-HPV types = 33.1% (95% CI, 31.5-34.7)



Vaccine 2013;31:4935-9.

Pre-vaccinaton seropositivity for HPV-6, HPV-11, HPV-16 and HPV-18 with 95% 
confidence intervals according to age among 3,259 women screened for 

cervical cancer in Slovenia (2009/2010)



Detection of HPV infection

Direct detection (detection of current infection)

- light microscopy (koilocytes)

- electron microscopy (viral particles)

- detection of viral proteins

- detection of viral DNA

- detection of viral mRNA

Detection of past and/or current infection

- detection of anti-HPV antibodies (measurement of cumulative exposure) 



2010

Poljak M, Kocjan BJ. Commercially available assays for multiplex detection of alpha 

human papillomaviruses. Exp Rev Anti Infect Ther 2010; 8: 1139-62.

2012

Poljak M, Cuzick J, Kocjan BJ, Iftner T, Dillner J, Arbyn M. Nucleic acid tests for 

the detection of alpha human papillomaviruses. Vaccine 2012; Suppl 30: F100-F106.

2015

Poljak M, Kocjan BJ, Oštrbenk A, Seme K. Commercially available molecular tests for 

human papillomaviruses (HPV): 2015 update. J Clin Virol 2016; 76: (Suppl 1): S3-S13.

Commercially available alpha-HPV molecular tests 
- periodical inventories -



• not simple addition of newly developed tests to the old list of HPV tests

• the existence of all HPV tests double-checked with manufacturers at every 

update round

• data retrieved from:

- Medline/Pubmed, Web of Science, Scopus, Bing, Google Scholar, Google

without language or period restrictions

- abstracts from main HPV-related conferences

- internal files

• very conservative estimate – very likely haven‘t identified all HPV tests 

currently available on the global market 

• omission of any particular available HPV test was unintentional



Test vs. test variant

particular HPV test was considered a variant if it was technologically identical 

or very similar to the original test but targeted different HPV type(s) 

HPV TS 16 PCR-DEIA (Labo Bio-medical Products, Ev Rijswijk, Netherlands) 

HPV TS 18 PCR-DEIA

HPV TS 31 PCR-DEIA

HPV TS 45 PCR-DEIA



2010 70 commercial HPV assays on the market

2012 125 commercial HPV assays (and 84 variants) on the market

2015 193 commercial HPV assays (and 127 variants) on the market



Main problems and limitations: 

- manufacturers‘ webpages in local languages only

- lack of transparent webpages

- indirect marketing 

- exclusive orientation towards the Western market

- situation on emerging markets poorly understood

- publication bias



Surprising finding: extensive intra-manufacturer dynamics

manufacturers are constantly changing the design and names of their tests,

resulting in delayed and non-updated data presented on vendors’ webpages

data presented on the manufacturers’ webpages not necessarily reliable

repeated contacts with responsible person(s) in diagnostic companies (mainly

those not regularly present at major conferences) needed

main challenge in building HPV tests database is finding a reliable, longstanding

person in each company to address questions and obtain reliable data



Problems with published data

some tests with published evaluation(s) never appear on the market

inaccurate names of the HPV tests often used in peer-reviewed publications

authors should consistently use accurate names of 

HPV tests in their publications !!!



Australia
1%

A

North America
21%

Europe
47%

Asia
31%

?

?

Manufacturers’ distribution by continent according to the number 
of different HPV tests on the market in September 2015



- 110/193 (57%) of HPV tests with at least one publication 

- dramatical improvement from 2012 (25% vs. 57%)

BUT

- only 69/193 (35.7%) of HPV tests with published performance evaluation 

(analytical and/or clinical)

- 41/193 HPV tests only cross-sectional descriptive studies - no data for key 

test performance characteristics (sensitivity, specificity, reproducibility)

- “test A versus test B“ approach with no reference standard 

- ad hoc collections of heterogeneous clinical samples without follow-up

- various target population (including several non-genital) 



Sample extraction part ?

the majority of HPV tests currently on the market are not complete diagnostic assays:

- sample extraction part not included in the kit

- recommended nucleic acid extraction methodology not even mentioned in

manufacturer’s instructions

- only a minority of HPV tests on the market have internal controls

the extraction of DNA/RNA is an invaluable part of the HPV testing procedure !

manufacturers should validate sample extraction procedure for each of the

recommended sample collection devices and clinical sample types

list of validated sample collection devices and specimen types should be provided

in the manufacturer’s instructions



• the number of commercial HPV tests will continue to increase in the near

future, due to promising marketing opportunities

• “traditional” molecular diagnostic microbiology testing areas are very mature, 

expected annual growth rates app. 5% 

• growth rates of HPV tests expected to remain as high as 20% through 2020

• the total global cervical cancer diagnostic test market valued at 

USD 5.9 billion in 2013 and is expected to reach USD 8.9 billion in 2020



HPV tests for agreed indications for HPV testing in current clinical practice 

HPV tests for epidemiological and vaccine-related studies

HPV tests for different research purposes

*****

two most important parameters which define the purpose of the HPV test

(i) set of targeted HPV types

(ii) level of analytical sensitivity



HPV test should:

- detect all HPV infections that are associated with, or will develop

into high-grade CIN 

- differentiate them completely from transient HPV infections 

based on prediction of cervical cancer and NOT the presence of virus 



97% of cervical cancers caused by 12 HR-HPVs: 
HPV-16, HPV-18, HPV-31, HPV-33, HPV-35, HPV-39, HPV-45, HPV-51, HPV-52, HPV-56, HPV-58, HPV-59

eight HPV types rarely, but consistently identified as single HPV types in about 3% of cervical cancers

55 CxCa tissues harbouring single pHR-HPV infections (2–13 cases per type) and 266 tissues 
harbouring single HR-HPV (7–40 cases per type) from a worldwide cross-sectional study

in 55 CxCa tissues: 
E6 mRNA expression 100%; high p16INK4a 98%; low pRb 96%; low CyD1 93%; and low p53 84%

individual frequencies of five markers compared to HPV16 as a reference did not differ significantly

eight HPV types, when present as a single infection in CxCa, are biologically active and affect the same 
cellular pathways as any of the fully recognized carcinogenic HR-HPV types 

although this evidence is crucial for HPV-type carcinogenicity classification, per se it is not sufficient 
for inclusion of these HPV types into population-wide primary and secondary prevention programmes 

J Pathol 2014;234:441-51.



HPV Test
for major agreed indications for HPV testing in current clinical practice 

Broad genotype coverage BALANCED = ARTIFICIALLY REDUCED

High analytical sensitivity BALANCED = ARTIFICIALLY REDUCED

High analytical specificity NECESSARY

High clinical sensitivity !!!!

High clinical specificity !!!!
CIN 2+



Ideal HPV Test 
for major agreed indications for HPV testing in current clinical practice 

optimal balance between clinical sensitivity and clinical specificity for CIN2+

aim to minimize redundant/excessive follow-up procedures for hr-HPV positive 

women with transient hr-HPV infections and/or without cervical lesions 

*****

HPV assay with very high analytical sensitivity yields a large number of clinically 

insignificant positive results resulting in unnecessary follow-up, diagnostics 

procedures and treatment of healthy women 



Which high‐risk HPV assays fulfil the criteria for 
use in primary cervical cancer screening ?

Regulatory approvals

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval

Co-testing (every 5 years, >=30 years)

Hybrid Capture 2 (hc2) HPV DNA Test (Qiagen)

Cervista HPV HR Test + Cervista HPV 16/18 Test (Hologic) 

cobas 4800 HPV Test (Roche)

APTIMA HPV Assay + APTIMA HPV 16 18/45 genotype assay (Hologic) 

HPV testing only (every 3 years, >=30 years) 

cobas 4800 HPV Test (Roche)



several HPV tests on the market have been marked with the European Conformity 

mark for In Vitro Diagnostics (CE-IVD) compliant for diagnostic use in Europe

CE-IVD marking process is mainly technical and is substantially less demanding in 

comparison with the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or the Australian 

Therapeutic Goods Administration evaluation procedure

althought CE-IVD marking is necessary for an HPV test to be legally placed on the 

European market, CE-IVD marking per se does not particularly impress the great 

majority of laboratory directors or issuers of public tenders when 

deciding/requesting which HPV test to use



Which high‐risk HPV assays fulfil the criteria for 
use in primary cervical cancer screening ?

Regulatory approvals

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval

Academic validations

- International guidelines (Meijer‘s criteria)

- Valgent 1-4

- Academic multi-test comparisons (PREDICTORS 3)



Which high‐risk HPV assays fulfil the criteria for 
use in primary cervical cancer screening ?

Regulatory approvals

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval

Academic validations

- International guidelines (Meijer‘s criteria)

- Valgent 1-4

- Academic multi-test comparisons (PREDICTORS 3)



relative clinical accuracy compared to either of two HPV tests which 

demonstrated lower cumulative incidence of cervical cancer 5 years  after a 

negative HPV test than 3 years after a normal cytology in four large 

European randomized trials 



Requirements for HPV tests in primary cervical screening

1. A clinical sensitivity for CIN2+ not less than 90% of the clinical sensitivity 

of the hc2 in women of at least 30 years. 

2. A clinical specificity for CIN2+ not less than 98% of the clinical specificity 

of the hc2 in women of at least 30 years of age. 

3. Intra-laboratory reproducibility and inter-laboratory agreement with a lower 

confidence bound not less than 87%. 



J Clin Virol 2016;76:36-9 



Clin Microbiol Infect 2015;21:817-26

submitted



Arbyn et al. Clin Microbiol Infect 2015;21:817-26.  



Hybrid Capture 2 (hc2) HPV DNA Test (Qiagen)

EIA kit HPV GP GP5+/6+ HR 

cobas 4800 HPV Test (Roche)

APTIMA HPV Assay (Hologic, Gen-Probe) 

Cervista HPV HR Test (Hologic)

RealTime High Risk HPV test (Abbott) 

PapilloCheck HPV-screening test (Greiner Bio-One) 

Real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay targeting the E6 and E7 genes (Belgian private lab)

HPV-Risk assay (Self-Screen)

BD Onclarity HPV Assay (Becton Dickinson) 

LMNX genotyping kit HPV GP HR (Diassay)  - previous digene HPV Genotyping LQ Test

Anyplex II HPV HR (Seegene) 

Xpert HPV (Cepheid) 



Requirements for HPV tests in primary cervical screening

Longitudinal data ?
(at least 36+ months) 



Hybrid Capture 2 (hc2) HPV DNA Test (Qiagen)

EIA kit HPV GP GP5+/6+ HR 

cobas 4800 HPV Test (Roche)

RealTime High Risk HPV test (Abbott) 

APTIMA HPV Assay (Hologic, Gen-Probe) 



Which high‐risk HPV assays fulfil the criteria for 
use in primary cervical cancer screening ?

Regulatory approvals

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval

Academic validations

- International guidelines (Meijer‘s criteria)

- Valgent 1-4

- Academic multi-test comparisons (PREDICTORS 3)



The VALGENT
(clinical VALidation of human papillomavirus GENotyping Tests)

protocol provides a comprehensive design to validate and compare HPV
tests using residual archived cervical cell samples

samples from 1,000-1,300 screened women

enrichment with 300 pathological samples:
- 100 x ASC-US
- 100 x LSIL
- 100 x HSIL

follow-up from the 1,300-1,600 women according to local guidelines will
identify 70–130 CIN2+ cases and about 800-1,200 subjects without
CIN, allowing computation of cinical sensitivity and specificity



J Clin Virol 2016;76:S14-S21 



VALGENT 1
5 HPV assays - samples derived from a Belgian biobank

VALGENT 2
6 HPV assays - samples derived from Scottish HPV archive

VALGENT 3
13 HPV assays – samples derived from Slovenian national cohort

VALGENT 4
Danish samples



Hybrid Capture 2 (hc2) HPV DNA Test (Qiagen)

GP5+/6+ PCR-based EIA kit HPV GP HR (Diassay, Rijswijk, the Netherlands) for  
simultaneous identification of 14 hrHPV types, and LMNX Genotyping Kit GP HR (Diassay) 
for full genotyping of 18 types (DDL Diagnostic Laboratory, Rijswijk, The Netherland)

cobas 4800 HPV Test (Roche)

RealTime High Risk HPV test (Abbott) 

HPV-Risk assay (Self-Screen BV)

Multiplex RT-qPCR, a real-time quantitative PCR targeting E6 or E7 genes of 
17 HPV types (AML laboratory, Antwerp, Belgium)

Anyplex II HPV HR Detection (Seegene) 

14 High-risk HPV with 16/18 Genotyping Real-time PCR kit (Hybribio)

Linear Array HPV Genotyping Test (Roche)

INNO-LiPA HPV Genotyping Extra II (Fujirebio)

EUROArray HPV (EUROIMMUN AG)

Anyplex II HPV28 Detection (Seegene) 

21 HPV GenoArray Diagnostic Kit (Hybribio)

VALGENT-3
13 tests !





Which high‐risk HPV assays fulfil the criteria for 
use in primary cervical cancer screening ?

Regulatory approvals

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval

Academic validations

- International guidelines (Meijer‘s criteria)

- Valgent 1-4

- Academic multi-test comparisons (PREDICTORS 3)



PREDICTORS 3

Br J Cancer 2013;108:908-13



- 193+ commercial HPV assays (and 127+ variants) on the market

- 2 + 11 HPV assays fulfil cross-sectional criteria for primary screening

- 2 + 3 HPV assays have at least 36+ months longitudinal data



HPV tests for agreed indications for HPV testing in current clinical practice

HPV tests for epidemiological and vaccine-related studies

HPV tests for different research purposes

*****

two most important parameters which define the purpose of the HPV test

(i) set of targeted HPV types

(ii) level of analytical sensitivity



HPV tests for major agreed indications for HPV testing in 
current clinical practice 

Broad genotype coverage BALANCED = ARTIFICIALLY REDUCED

High analytical sensitivity BALANCED = ARTIFICIALLY REDUCED

High analytical specificity NECESSARY

HPV tests for epidemiological and vaccine-related studies

Broad genotype coverage NECESSARY

High analytical sensitivity NECESSARY

High analytical specificity NECESSARY



How to evaluate commercial HPV tests for epidemiological 

and vaccine-related studies ?

head-to-head comparison with one or more tests that scored the highest in the

WHO HPV LabNet proficiency panels should be used as a evaluation standard

genotyping proficiency panels containing defined amounts of the international

standards and candidate standards for clinically most important HPV types





HPV testing for men ?



…“HPV test are available for women aged >30 years undergoing cervical cancer 

screening. These tests should not be used for men, …“

No HPV test is approved by FDA or appropriately clinically validated for 

detection of anogenital HPV infection in men.

HPV testing should not be used to screen partners of women with HPV!



HPV testing 
for men ?



non-validated HPV tests should not 
be used in clinical management


